Art. II.?MAD ARTISTS.
An opinion has been prevalent that art is more conservative of the stability and integrity of the human mind than are poetry or light literature. This speculation, for it has never been submitted to analysis or demonstration, has probably arisen from the knowledge that the senses and perceptive faculties are more involved than the sentiments, or imagination, in painting. Certain Passing over a series belonging to the same gallery, differing, however, in attractiveness, we arrive at a positive deterioration, where the artist illustrates his letters to his betrothed by means of mere morsels of landscape, suggestive, but misplaced and inappropriate. Very speedily these pictorial epistles betray bad spelling, the omission of words, syllables, and letters. The ardent communications to the lady give place to mere scratchy outlines, and, subsequently, as if there was an inability to complete any lines but those in the execution of which his hand mio-ht be guided, there were produced hundreds of figures of domestic articles in which, although a family likeness be seen, there is a certain amount of individuality. Grreat unsteadiness and indefiniteness of object are perceptible as we descend in the series, and the last scene of all is reached, consisting of a scarcely decipherable scrawl, announcing the writer's impending dissolution, and bequeathing all his property to her who appears to have been the cynosure of his existence, the idol to whom all hia efforts for many months had been devoted, but of whom nothing more is known than that she appears as a Lilliputian figure in the great proportion of his drawings. or the necessities, but who could scarcely appreciate the powers of their companion ; and when we find the close of these scenes the wild delirium of dissipation, and death in a pothouse, we cannot refrain from extending sympathy rather than condemnation to the victim of brutal and fatal propensities. The subject of this memoir affords evidence of a combination of gross livelong immorality with marked though limited genius, of a correspondence between the habits and taste of the painter and the subjects of his pencil; and it is highly probable of a mutual reaction between these two factors of his character. He was the son of a painter of some talent, who, it is surmised, was a selfish taskmaster, who attempted to curb the inclination of his child for painting, removed him from the Academy of which he was a pupil, and all legitimate sources of improvement, in order to confine his exertions to his own department, and to augment his own gains. Whenever his apprenticeship terminated he emancipated himself from the slavery which it had imposed, and gave full scope to his own tendencies by becoming a painter of animals. Although, like Rosa Bonheur, he was partial to the horse, his greatest efforts were expended upon dogs, donkeys, and, alas ! upon pigs. The interior of their dwellings, likewise, were favourite objects of representation His sheer mannerism, and perhaps his happiest efforts, were confined to sketches of pollard oaks or other rugged trees which had, in his eyes, a picturesque aspect. His fertility and facility in the reproduction of his favourite scenes was such as to have given rise to the extravagant calculation that he had executed four thousand pictures. This estimate may have been countenanced by the constant almost insatiable demand for his paintings, and by the innumerable imitations appearing in the market which the peculiar sameness of his style and the iteration of the stunted or pollarded tree rendered so easy and truthlike. He worked faithfully, but so often in order to meet the orders of those who had advanced him money, that his labour was the result rather of compulsion and necessity than of the promptings of imagination. This drudgery and dependence may have contributed to debase and soil a disposition not, perhaps, originally of a noble type, although it is affirmed that he was heir to a baronetcy which lack of means or ambition prevented him from claiming; and further that the sordid and selfish associates with whom he was brought into contact, and his exclusion from all the refinements and redeeming influences of pure society must have corrupted whatever capacity for elevation originally existed in his nature. This is, however, merely humane speculation, for, coeval with our knowledge of the man, or rather of the boy, he seems to have become the victim of every form of dissipation and defilement; to have chosen as his intimate associates jockeys, hostlers, prize-fighters ; to have lived in constant fear of arrest from the exacting and heartless dealers to whom he had become indebted, or rather to whom he had pledged the offspring of his imagination. He seems to have been a sot and a stupid when intoxicated, unlike poor Sherwin, the engraver, who is described as mad with drink, and exhibiting his exhilaration in uproariousness, and by discharging pistols from the windows. The market, indeed, which these brain-suckers could command is said to have been enor- 
